
QUIRKY, INSPIRING FILM + DYNAMIC TALKS  
FROM STAR = UNFORGETTABLE EVENT!

Taking the uplifting messages from TREW CALLING, 
including its catchphrase “I am Steve, and I am Awesome,” 

the film’s star, renaissance artist & motivational speaker, 
Tracey B. Wilson, engages the audience with a post 

screening talk-back and Q&A. By weaving personal stories & 
anecdotes from an eclectic, creative life, with TREW 

CALLING’s themes of self discovery and connection, 
Ms. Wilson encourages the audience to understand the 

power of their words, and the importance of their own 
unique voice. She loving reminds you of your worth in this 

world, and leaves you feeling awesome! 

TREW CALLING 

‘
• Approximately two hours
• 90 minute film screening + 20 minute 

presentation, followed by Q&A
• Optional post-event Meet & Greet
• Tailored events based on crowd size and needs
• Perfect for both small groups or large venues
• INSPIRE YOUR AWESOME! 

EVENT DETAILS:

The TREW CALLING

Starring Tracey B. Wilson 
AWESOME
FIND YOUR

Tour

• The power of our words
The importance of how we talk to 
ourselves and to each other 

• The need for human connection 
We can all make a difference for at 
least one person 

• The importance of self love
How to find your awesome! 

THEMES INCLUDE:

importance of connection and the resiliency of the human spirit.  90 min. PG-13
is a universal, heartwarming film about the
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Tracey B. Wilson is based in NYC and travels worldwide.



Tracey B. Wilson has worked in New York, Los Angeles, and many 
places in between, acting in everything from dramatic theater and 
soap operas, to quirky independent films and sketch comedy. She 
has been an actor/writer/director for award winning short films and 
toured North America four times with Lady Gaga with a solo 
performance art photography event. She then went on to publish the 
book HEAL THIS WAY - A LOVE STORY with Lady Gaga’s Little 
Monsters, in support of LGBTQ youth and bullied teens.  Tracey is a 
sought after live event host, and emcees for both national charities 
and major sporting events all over the country. She is currently 
working on her first documentary, “BREEDING AWESOME.”      
traceybwilson-inc.com

WE PROVIDE:

The TREW CALLING

ABOUT TRACEY…

FIND YOUR Tour

Press Release / Custom printable flyer / Custom digital fliers for social media platforms 

Video promoting event from film’s star, Tracey B. Wilson 


Interviews with Tracey for campus radio stations, newspapers and podcasts  

“You are Awesome” postcards and pens for all attendees 


Signed copy of HEAL THIS WAY for student organizer 

AWESOME

“TRACEY’S ENERGY  
IS INFECTIOUS! SHE 

AND THIS FILM ARE 
MAGICAL TOGETHER AND 

WE ALL LEFT FEELING 

AWESOME!” 
 LINDA BABCOCK,  

YOUTH LEADER, OPPC

Starring Tracey B. Wilson 

WATCH “AWESOME” SCENE: 

ABOUT TREW CALLING…
LOG LINE: “A quirky, yet disheartened woman tries to ignore a visit 
from the Almighty, but learns that ‘to encourage one another’ is the 
secret to an awesome life.”  The film opens with Trew being visited 
by the mystical character “I AM,” who sends her on a journey of self-
discovery. TREW CALLING is a dramedy - utilizing both comedic, 
and thought-provoking dramatic scenes, to keep the audience 
entertained, but also leaves them contemplating their place in 
the world. The character I AM is the catalyst for Trew’s 
journey, but it is also a statement. I AM. But I AM what? 
Tracey B. Wilson and TREW CALLING will encourage you 
to finish the sentence with I AM…AWESOME!
trewcalling.com
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Click here for Trew Calling's "Awesome" scene

https://youtu.be/ilrDY9uJXrg

